TOPICS AND QUESTIONS

1. Write the words of Thomas written on the white board.

2. What is left outside of Christ?

3. Can our thoughts and consciousness both separate and reconnect us to Christ?

4. Must our realities change or can it remain constant?

5. Why was the “Double Slit Experiment” performed?

6. Is light both a particle and a wave? Why is that relative to the physical and spiritual dimension?

7. In the experiment, what produces a predictable pattern?

8. When did a wave and an electron produce the same pattern?

9. What happened to waves and electrons when they went through two slits?

10. When did a particle and an electron act the same, even when passing through 2 slits?

11. How is the “Double Slit Experiment” relevant to us?

12. What did this experiment reveal to you about your thoughts? Are our thoughts “waves” or are they “particles” and if they are both, how do you know?

13. Explain what an “ocean of potential” means?

14. Write the words of Thomas quoted the second time from the white board.

15. How do we “orbit” and produce “gravity”?